Shield Yourself from Fire Hazards with Fire Blankets & Containers from Chicago Protective Apparel

- **Red Metal “Briefcase Style” Fire Blanket Storage Case**
  - Item #20-H-SQUARE
  - 60”x80” Meta-Aramid Blend Blanket
  - 8 oz Needle Punched Meta-Aramid Blend
  - First Aid Blanket
  - Blanket Colors Could Vary
  - Item #NPN-60x80

- **62”x84” Wool Blanket**
  - Naturally flame resistant.
  - Fits inside wall bag, cylindrical and briefcase containers
  - Item #WOOL-62x84

- **Carbon & Fiberglass Blend Blanket**
  - 13.3 oz Non-Woven Needle Punched Felt with Reinforcement Core
  - Excellent Protection from Sparks & Molten Metal Splash
  - Non-flammable in air
  - Will not fade or weaken from UV Ray Exposure
  - Item #CF-4x6

- **Fire Blanket Storage Canister**
  - 20 gauge red metal, cylindrical
  - Mounts on wall
  - Item #20-H

- **High-Vis Fire Blanket Wall Bag**
  - Mounts on Wall with Grommets on Top and has a Carrying Handle
  - Item #V-30-H

- **High-Vis Fire Extinguisher Cover**
  - Bright fluorescent color pinpoints locations of fire extinguishers. Hose cover available without window
  - Item #W05-9B

- **E-mail Today for More Information!**
  - sales@chicagoprotective.com
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